
HOW TO WRITE A REFERENCE FOR SOMEONE ON LINKEDIN

Next time you're asked to recommend someone awesome, follow this template ( complete with sample lines to cut and
pasteâ€”we won't tell!).

Enjoy the rest of your day. Or you can sign up for my marketing course to better understand the dynamics of
the business models that have worked best for me. We value your opinion and want to hear and learn from
you. I just wanted to say thank you for the incredible time working in that team, alongside you. This
recommendation is written complete on qualities that entice any employers or clients to hire their prospective
candidates. Here's what a powerful LinkedIn recommendation looks like: I met Curtis when we were both
Sales Engineers at Acme Explosives, traveling around the midwest to demo our new modular and thus
shippable stick dynamite product. But as the CEO, just providing the data, charts, and graphs are only the first
step for Mike. Curtis' fantastic instincts made him an amazing partner and mentor and I'm happy I got the
chance to work with him â€” I hope we get to do it again. Steps to write a perfect LinkedIn recommendation in
less than 5 minutes: Get the attention of the reader State your authority in recommending Describe unique
values and strengths Personal and emotional touch Close it with a strong end statement â€¦ read further to see
LinkedIn recommendations samples and the explanation. He was producing the video of the event. He is also a
world-class human being. LinkedIn recommendations are the perfect example. Highly energetic and
passionate about client service, you would do well to solicit the services of Heather Elias. This gives a hint
why are you qualified to give this recommendation. The writer's voice â€” and the credibility embedded in it
â€” is the most important part of a LinkedIn recommendation! NOTE: The person you are recommending
must be a 1st degree connection for you to have this option available. It is either you are on LinkedIn to
expand opportunities for your business or because you want to cultivate something that will help you grow
career-wise. That skill often takes years to develop among consulting professionals, but it seemed to come
perfectly naturally to him. This DC real estate agent is really sharp. For more information about Heather Elias,
check out on her LinkedIn page. Take a look at the skills set of a real estate professional like Heather Elias.
Personality is just as important as professional skills. Click below to leave him a quick recommendation. On
that basis, I want to highlight [name colleague] for being there for me when I have needed him. A great
recommendation tells a story. I had the pleasure of working with Peter for three years at the Big Corp,
collaborating on several project teams. The 3 Elements of Great LinkedIn Recommendations By Arnie Fertig
We rely on recommendations for everything from where to eat, shop, or travel, to what products or services to
buy. Happy hunting! He has a very impressive background and profile and I recommend [name colleague] as a
expert to connect with and consider for anything appropriate. His direction to me was extremely helpful. The
ideas that came out of that conversation helped me craft a marketing and business generation plan that has
grown my business to higher levels. You can check out David H. She manages the media and is exacting when
it comes to her expectations of perfection. She was thorough and applicable to the economic stress we are all
facing. Of course, being able to show your firm understanding of someone is an art of a great
recommendation. Jeremy never showed signs of stress. The work helped us gain clarity of strategic objectives,
information and data needs, KPIs, Analytics, and Big Data needs as well as dashboards and performance
reporting. Step 5: Close it with a strong end statement As we discussed, your LinkedIn recommendation is a
mini sales pitch that helps to sell a person on the job market. I would highly recommend her as a career
consultant, business coach or as someone to follow through the internet networking community.


